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James's relationship with Mary

James's Sun in Mary's 3rd House
You inspire Mary to talk it out until it's clear. Don't be afraid to push for more until you've
both reached the limit. The more you know, the more you grow, and every word helps
advance and seal the relationship.
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James's Sun Trine Mary's Moon
You may not find Mary a perfect mirror, but there's easy support here and your style will
find warm and easy acceptance. She innately knows what you are about and will cheer
you on without a second thought, warming to the contact.
James's Sun Conjunct Mary's Sun
Birthday mates, or close to it, you share a similar style and yearly rhythm that makes for
natural companionship. It can also make for competition, so make sure you emphasize
what you both share rather than what you lack. Shine together.
James's Sun Square Mary's Mars
Competition may spark or mar this relationship, and if it gets too hot, back off to avoid a
fire. Avoid wasting each other's energies in beating around the bush and repositioning.
Define mutual goals or establish separate ones -- get on with it or get out of it.
James's Sun Square Mary's Jupiter
Mary's amorous pretensions may seem like nothing but hot air, but be gracious and
don't say so -- and don't jump in with both feet to improve them. It's easy to spin each
other's wheels with blue-sky plans that waste time and energy, so invest your time
judiciously, don't get expectations up.
James's Sun Square Mary's Saturn
I say yes, you say no, you say stop, I say go, go, go. Hello, goodbye, and around again
as you try to lighten up Mary's blues while defending your own positive side. This can
make passion's progress problematical.
James's Sun Opposite Mary's Neptune
You may find it hard to get yourself across to Mary, who will fill in the wrong blanks if
you leave any, and even if you don't. It's not because you're not appreciated, just that
you're not seen clearly and have to make your point repeatedly to be understood from
the heart.
James's Moon in Mary's 3rd House
The more specific you can be about your feelings with Mary, the closer you'll become.
Be willing to talk, even if you're really after a lot more, and you'll get maximum mileage.
James's Moon Trine Mary's Moon
You naturally roll with each other, however different the situations you encounter, so
you'll pretty much agree on a gut level and your emotional reactions will blend and
support each other. You intuit what is in common underneath it all, the bottom line you
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share inside your hearts.
James's Moon Conjunct Mary's Sun
When Mary puts out, you receive, and you know what's coming just like a champion
catcher reads a star pitcher. Just give the signal, and she puts it right into your glove or
the other way round. This is a classic marriage combination.
James's Moon Square Mary's Jupiter
Mary's larger ambitions may grate on you from time to time, and when you go along with
them they can get out of hand. So feel free to back off and leave well enough alone
when you think spiraling entanglement might not turn out well for you.
James's Mercury in Mary's 3rd House
Words, words, words. You and Mary can't get enough of them, and there will always be
more to say. When there's a lull, it's up to you to launch the next round, or just keep
quiet and start doing what you've been talking about.
James's Mercury Square Mary's Moon
If you try to pin down what Mary is feeling, the chances are you'll have a long chase
before you get it right. Sometimes words just aren't appropriate. And, if she is clueless
after your most articulate speeches, try a more physical approach.
James's Mercury Sextile Mary's Venus
You don't have to think to express exactly what Mary wants. A few words and a nod will
do and then on you go. It's appreciated, but also a little taken for granted because it
comes so easy. It's easy doing pleasure, or whatever.
James's Mercury Trine Mary's Mars
Specific advice on what to do isn't needed, because you both are so well clued-in you
don't have to debate it. You don't need to critique Mary's efforts, just give the nod, and
your approval will be noted. Then roll with what she's doing.
James's Mercury Trine Mary's Saturn
If you want solid support for what's in your head, Mary is the one to provide it, to give
you the A-OK sign when you need it, both about what to do and what not to. A lot of
things just go without saying between you, which is as it should be.
James's Mercury Opposite Mary's Pluto
Issues over what you say can spring up any time, and you may sometimes wonder if a
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simple phrase is worth fighting for. It's not the phrase, however, it's the fact that you're
saying it -- it's about will, not mind. You choose what's worth it.
James's Mercury Sextile Mary's Ascendant
Anything good you have to say about Mary's appearance will be appreciated, and
expected, as a matter of course. Anything bad -- well, there's not likely to be much, or if
there is, you haven't thought about it much. Just the occasional reflexive touch-up.
James's Venus in Mary's 4th House
Beautiful surroundings and lush appointments can make this relationship memorable.
But don't overdo it. Stick to fundamentals -- you don't need to be elaborate to please.
Simple joys are often the best, at least in this case. You don't have to leave home to
consummate your desires.
James's Venus Trine Mary's Jupiter
Mary is a good one to lead you gently into new experiences, develop new tastes and
appetites, without undue strain or getting unnecessarily sidetracked. Try this? Oh, sure
-- that's good! Without fanfare, just agreement and enjoyment.
James's Mars in Mary's 3rd House
You can be a welcome jolt in the head for Mary, energizing the gray matter and pushing
the conversation along to evermore fascinating levels. The trick is to motivate the
thought you want without breeding argument. You provide the stimulus, let her figure
you out.
James's Mars Trine Mary's Moon
You will find emotionally fertile ground in Mary, who will be supportive and encourage
you to continue your efforts with a smile. Similarly, your actions give her confidence to
open up and express positive feelings. Grow it together from there.
James's Mars Conjunct Mary's Sun
Your moves stimulate Mary to be ever more personally expressive. You can be a big
ego support, but be careful not to be too insistent, and give her a rest now and then. In
the short run you have more push, but she has staying power that can refresh you.
James's Mars Square Mary's Mars
Because your energy rhythms are decidedly different, seek equal tracks rather than
disputing what to do or competing with each other. Take time to work out who does
what when and to whom, or be satisfied to take turns providing the main output.
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James's Mars Square Mary's Jupiter
Mary's original side may not really benefit from your attempt to be the driving wheel.
Your intent is welcome, but you may find yourself pushing against the flow or tailspinning efforts unnecessarily without meaning to. Be willing to gracefully back off when
asked the first time.
James's Mars Square Mary's Saturn
Life with Mary may be a bit draining, due to extra baggage or needless repetition of
getting things done. You're good for very exacting operations together, but running all
four bases can turn out to be more demanding than it ought to be.
James's Mars Conjunct Mary's Uranus
Mary is just the person to suddenly trigger your energies from stop to go by a single,
unusual move or suggestion. Although you'd probably like to do more of it, it can be
intermittent, so don't demand consistency, when it's the surprise that turns you on.
James's Mars Opposite Mary's Neptune
You may find yourself walking in and out of Mary's fantasy world with neither one of you
playing your parts long enough to satisfy, only enough to confuse. Misconceived or
misconstrued actions are likely, which only repeated and clear communication can
overcome.
James's Mars Square Mary's Ascendant
Getting things together that require physical effort on Mary's part may be a little
confusing, as your energy often seems to be coming from left field. Several practice
runs may be necessary before going ahead, or do things one at a time. Mind the steps,
and each other's toes, until you've mastered the dance.
James's Jupiter in Mary's 2nd House
You are just the person to expand Mary's budget for pleasure. Just be careful you don't
encourage more spending than growth. When you make sure your own development
benefits her, the favor will be returned.
James's Jupiter Trine Mary's Midheaven
Your concern for Mary's support, health, and welfare make you a natural booster
without particularly trying. You'll always have a good word about her, even without
speaking it, as your sincere concern is a compliment in itself.
James's Saturn in Mary's 3rd House
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When the air gets too thick with meaningless words, you can edit Mary's thoughts and
help her cut to the chase. Be careful not to dump on central ideas or limit her contacts,
just assist in winnowing the wheat from the chaff, stop beating around the bush. Enough
said is sometimes all you need to say.
James's Saturn Sextile Mary's Venus
You may not want to satisfy every need and whim Mary has, but you needn't go out of
your way to OK them, either. When you are always there, you'll find less is asked of you
than when your backing is uncertain, so be there. In this case, that's easy.
James's Uranus in Mary's 2nd House
You can have a physically upsetting effect on Mary's resources, perhaps without
meaning to. When you need to make physical or financial demands, however correct or
necessary, try to give warning -- and do it in increments, not suddenly and all at once.
Sudden overloads are not helpful.
James's Uranus Square Mary's Moon
Things you take for granted may seem a little too risky or off-the-wall for Mary, which
can be irritating to both of you. It doesn't mean you're weird or she's a stick-in-the-mud,
it's just feelings coming from different places. Agree to disagree, if necessary, and get
on with it.
James's Uranus Trine Mary's Mars
You have just the right amount of fresh oxygen to keep Mary's fires burning ever hotter
as you fan the flames of inner energy. It doesn't require much effort on your part, just
occasional encouragement and a drop of your special fuel mix when needed.
James's Neptune in Mary's 9th House
The sky's the limit of where you can go with Mary in dreaming up new worlds of
possibilities, big picture options with infinite openings for change. A mutual opening of
sexual and spiritual directions may be in the cards.
James's Neptune Trine Mary's Venus
When you're not sure what Mary wants out of you, just use a little imagination and you'll
usually be on the mark. You don't have to construct a whole fantasy world to satisfy, just
elaborate on what's already there and you'll always elicit a smile of satisfaction.
James's Neptune Trine Mary's Ascendant
If you like Mary's looks, it may be because you're adding a little something to fine-tune
the image from your point of view. That's OK, because a little extra beauty in the eye of
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the beholder makes everybody feel better. You're not living an illusion, just adding some
welcome soft focus.
James's Pluto in Mary's 8th House
Helping Mary throw things away, including inhibitions, may be your strong suit. Old
behaviors, holdbacks, get rid of them! There's a difference between helpful habits and
hopeless hang-ups, and you probably better know that difference. Just walk softly so
you don't trip over an emotional or sexual land mine.
James's Pluto Square Mary's Moon
You're likely to experience some real emotional power plays with Mary, and they can be
brought on by either or both of you. Saying no to sincere or bottled-up feelings just
courts disaster, although it might be a short-term turn-on. When in doubt, let it out, right
off the bat.
James's Pluto Trine Mary's Venus
If you make it clear that you can be relied upon to satisfy Mary's basic needs, you've got
a friend for life. You don't have to use a heavy hand -- quite the opposite. When you
inspire faith and trust, on a daily basis, affection ever grows out of satisfaction.
James's Pluto Sextile Mary's Mars
You may not be the only fuel for Mary's fire, but you can keep it burning like no one
else, given the chance. Your secret weapon is your determination and patience,
combined with a gentle but persistent pressure like an ocean current.
James's Pluto Trine Mary's Ascendant
Mary can always count on you for support, especially where appearances are
concerned. You can boost her self-confidence just with a positive attitude, quiet
compliments, and gentle but wise makeover suggestions. When you care, she feels it.
Mary's relationship with James
Mary's Sun in James's 3rd House
You inspire James to talk it out until it's clear. Don't be afraid to push for more until
you've both reached the limit. The more you know, the more you grow, and every word
helps advance and seal the relationship.
Mary's Sun Conjunct James's Moon
Lay it down and James will be right there to pick it up. When you shine, he will be the
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first to soak up the rays and reflect them back to you with agreement and appreciation.
A classic marriage combination, you can mine this one forever.
Mary's Sun Conjunct James's Sun
Birthday mates, or close to it, you share a similar style and yearly rhythm that makes for
natural companionship. It can also make for competition, so make sure you emphasize
what you both share rather than what you lack. Shine together.
Mary's Sun Conjunct James's Mars
James's hot sparks and your steady fire can energize both of you and combine strength
with endurance. You push each other, and you need to learn that a sparring punch is
only to heighten the energy between you, not intended to pick a fight.
Mary's Sun Square James's Ascendant
Although you may go well together, it's not always easy to be a tight duet, so you might
want to let one or the other lead, or alternately go it alone. Where you have different
takes on intimate reality, take turns, don't tug for the prize.
Mary's Moon in James's 11th House
Expressing your feelings freely and naturally will bring James even closer, as you are
somehow like old friends already. Your emotions open a door to higher things for
James, making you a gateway for intimate aspirations for both of you.
Mary's Moon Trine James's Moon
You naturally roll with each other, however different the situations you encounter, so
you'll pretty much agree on a gut level and your emotional reactions will blend and
support each other. You intuit what is in common underneath it all, the bottom line you
share inside your hearts.
Mary's Moon Trine James's Sun
Push and pull, throw and receive, are easy for the two of you, like a baseball team
tossing the ball around the bases. One thing leads smoothly to another if you don't let
your minds get in the way. Ask for it, receive, and pass it back easy.
Mary's Moon Square James's Mercury
James often has some difficulty figuring out just what you are feeling. Things may feel
right, but when you talk about it, it comes out twisted. So, in some cases, certain things
are better left unsaid, so words don't get in the way.
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Mary's Moon Trine James's Mars
When James makes a move, you're going to know what it is right away and support it.
Similarly, he will generally know what to do to pull you into the play in a positive way.
Whether or not you're the intended receiver, you're always ready to catch the pass.
Mary's Moon Square James's Uranus
James can be a bit abrasive or get on your nerves, mainly by tweaking you with odd
suggestions or approaches that annoy or hurt. Don't take it too personally, but don't feel
you have to put up with it, either. If you find certain things over the edge, say so.
Mary's Moon Square James's Pluto
Confrontations and emotional game-playing are often in the wings with James, and they
will usually get both of you exactly nowhere. When issues arise, there are no easy winwin solutions, so be ready to simply withdraw. Heated engagements are better in the
bedroom than the living room, so adapt accordingly.
Mary's Mercury in James's 4th House
James may expect you to have the last word on personal issues, what's right and wrong
for both of you, so go ahead and do just that. But back off if you feel it's getting too
heavy, or you may wind up carrying not only credit but blame for weighty issues not
entirely yours.
Mary's Mercury Opposite James's Midheaven
You can give James lots of good advice about personal image, intimate dealings, and
even home scenarios, but stay clear of James's career front. Keep it out of the office.
You have the potential to accidentally cause harm there, so lay low.
Mary's Mercury Square James's Ascendant
Your thoughts on James's looks are not going to get very far, so don't waste your
words. That's partly due to your own misunderstanding and partly due to James's
reluctance to be understood. So just let it slide -- it won't hurt either of you. It's not the
image, but what's inside, that counts.
Mary's Venus in James's 5th House
Joy, creativity, and passion should be your watchwords. Let James know what you
want, and chances are it will be just the ticket for the both of you. Have fun with this
one, make it a pleasure dome with festival seating.
Mary's Venus Sextile James's Mercury
Whatever James says is likely to be OK with you, whether it exactly hits the spot or not.
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Communication is smooth and pleasant, with an ease taken for granted that others
might have to strive for. Mellow chats especially satisfy, easily lead to more.
Mary's Venus Sextile James's Saturn
James tends to modify and quiet your tastes, damping your desires to where they don't
run away with themselves and can be better appreciated, one at a time. Nothing
controlling, just easy, wise suggestions. Be led and be fed, one pleasure after another.
Mary's Venus Trine James's Neptune
Your innermost desires can find an easy connection with James's fantasy script if you
just let it happen and don't try too hard. Unspoken communication will get you more
than laying it all out on the table. Don't say what you want, say that you're getting it,
move to adjust as you go.
Mary's Venus Trine James's Pluto
Deep reward and fulfillment come to you as the result of just knowing it's going to
happen and keeping on until it does. Your needs meet James's approval and support
without having to testify about it. When you know you're going to get what you want,
waiting for it is much easier.
Mary's Venus Trine James's Ascendant
James looks pretty good -- maybe not electric, but certainly someone you'd be pleased
to be seen with. The feeling is likely mutual, and you can make each other look good
without getting in each other's way. After that, let the natural warmth heat you both up.
Mary's Mars in James's 6th House
When James is flagging, be the first to pick up the speed and set the pace. Push it to
the edge, but not beyond, particularly where physical stamina and endurance are
concerned. Stretch his limits, give it a breather, then come back for more.
Mary's Mars Square James's Sun
Your energies do not always mesh well with James's personality style. Where you differ
in how to accomplish something, you'll do well to divide it up and each go the way that is
most personally comfortable. Take turns, make space to stand back and find something
to admire.
Mary's Mars Trine James's Mercury
James's ideas fit in easily with your actions, and your push encourages James's
organizational efforts just enough to be helpful without being controlling. Neither is
looking for credit, as it all comes naturally. Cook it up, do it, don't worry about it.
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Mary's Mars Square James's Mars
Because your energy rhythms are decidedly different, seek equal tracks rather than
disputing what to do or competing with each other. Take time to work out who does
what when and to whom, or be satisfied to take turns providing the main output.
Mary's Mars Trine James's Uranus
You two can get a good rhythm going together if you rely on James to provide you with
a new direction to go when things start to get boring. Just a little spark is all it takes to
get you all sparked up, and it would only really be noticed if it went away suddenly.
Mary's Mars Sextile James's Pluto
When you're losing speed, chances are James will be there to cheer you up, cheer you
on, and at the least not be part of the problem. In fact, when you encounter opposition
elsewhere and need a helping hand, he can be just the one to call on.
Mary's Mars Square James's Midheaven
Energies spent on James's behalf are best focused on your personal life together,
outside of office hours. Unasked for assistance in career matters can skew James's
course, and deciding what to do mutually can result in disarray.
Mary's Mars Opposite James's Ascendant
Getting things together that require physical effort on James's part may be a little
confusing, as your energy often seems to be coming from left field. Several practice
runs may be necessary before going ahead, or do things one at a time. Mind the steps,
and each other's toes, until you've mastered the dance.
Mary's Jupiter in James's 12th House
James's most secret and potentially hazardous side has a friend in you, as you naturally
protect and serve as a positive element for inner growth and healing. Be a guardian
angel by gently protecting, encouraging, and letting light into his closet.
Mary's Jupiter Square James's Moon
Be careful that emotional situations don't get blown out of proportion by pursuing issues
further than they should naturally go. It can be easy to get tangled in ever-spiraling
change that exhausts his clarity of judgment, your boundaries.
Mary's Jupiter Square James's Sun
You may drive each other a little crazy once you get going and can't decide where to go
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next -- too many potentially good directions to pursue all at once. Best to choose a few
to concentrate on and save the others for the next round.
Mary's Jupiter Trine James's Venus
A pleasant tendency to linger just long enough on one pleasure before moving on to try
a new one can make this more than a mellow friendship. No need to make decisions, as
they make themselves, and when one desire is sated, you move on easily to the next.
Mary's Jupiter Square James's Mars
You can find yourselves wasting your energy by expanding into too many new directions
at once or pursuing intense efforts to the point of diminishing returns and exhaustion.
Do enough to get thorough satisfaction from one maneuver, then rest and move on.
Mary's Jupiter Conjunct James's Ascendant
You make each other feel and look more youthful by naturally encouraging growth and
a forward-looking attitude. James's presence encourages you to expand your horizons
and you don't stint with praise and optimism about his appearance.
Mary's Saturn in James's 6th House
Where James's routine gets too repetitive, you can help get rid of unnecessary tasks
and ease the burden. On the other hand, you can be a slave driver by being overcritical
and insistent. Observe, and know the difference.
Mary's Saturn Square James's Sun
If James's personality sometimes impinges on your boundaries, try to avoid harsh
criticism or character assassination. You can't always agree on lifestyle, and when you
can't, let it slide. Debating the subject will likely only bring harm.
Mary's Saturn Trine James's Mercury
Your experience supports James's ideas, helping winnow out relevant from irrelevant
not through criticism, but by quiet suggestions and compliments. In return, you may find
that he has an easy way of putting your inner principles into words.
Mary's Saturn Square James's Mars
Critiquing the way James delegates energy and efforts will do more to slow things down
to a crawl than to improve the situation. A few suggestions are fine, but a running
commentary will be distracting and detract from his getting anything together at all.
Mary's Saturn Square James's Midheaven
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Avoid making critical comments about James, as they will have a way of getting out and
doing harm even though you don't mean it. Better to play the stabilizing influence
personally or at home and leave self-promotion to him.
Mary's Saturn Opposite James's Ascendant
Avoid criticizing James's appearance more than absolutely necessary. That can be a
real confidence-buster, doing more harm than the improvements you suggest can do
good. A subtle hint here and there should suffice, and if that doesn't, nothing will.
Mary's Uranus in James's 3rd House
Your sudden inspirations and "Eureka!" suggestions may surprise and shake up some
of James's more conservative thinking, but they will likely be helpful and appreciated.
Just don't reverse field too often, or you won't be taken seriously.
Mary's Uranus Conjunct James's Mars
You can bring out and focus James's energies so they're like a bullet out of the barrel of
a gun. For that same reason, you can induce too quick a salvo and then the ammo's all
spent. You may sometimes want to take a slower approach, considering.
Mary's Uranus Opposite James's Midheaven
Bright new thoughts on how to improve on James's reputation may find an entirely
unwelcome market in James himself. It's not that your brilliant ideas aren't sparklers, it's
just that you may be trying to light up the wrong tree. If he says no, go with it.
Mary's Uranus Square James's Ascendant
Insisting on your own way or your own approach may not cut it with James, especially if
you are too quick about it. Send out feelers to see if you're coming across before you
slam into gear. It may be the brakes you should be hitting.
Mary's Neptune in James's 9th House
The sky's the limit of where you can go with James in dreaming up new worlds of
possibilities, big picture options with infinite openings for change. A mutual opening of
sexual and spiritual directions may be in the cards.
Mary's Neptune Opposite James's Sun
James may too often fall into your blind spot, where you think you know what's going on
but in fact, you don't. This is a person you could use some third-party advice about to
give you another view outside of your own selective imagination. The same may be said
for him, about you.
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Mary's Neptune Opposite James's Mars
Getting James pointed in the right direction and staying there can be a problem you
may help create yourself. Asking for the impossible or changing your mind midstream
can take the wind out of both your sails. When spontaneity doesn't work, set to work on
a plan.
Mary's Neptune Conjunct James's Midheaven
You probably hear only what you want to about James, which can be very
complimentary as long as it's somewhere close to reality. Hearing what you believe and
believing what you hear is a balancing act you should occasionally attempt, but not
always.
Mary's Neptune Square James's Ascendant
If James doesn't always live up to your ideal fantasy, try a dose of reality, you might like
it better. Superimposing your homegrown image on James or his on you can lead to
confusion and disappointment. Abandon the dream for a dose of flesh and blood you
can get your hands on.
Mary's Pluto in James's 9th House
Pushing new ideas is great, but shoving them down James's throat might be
counterproductive. Allow him the freedom to develop whatever comes up without trying
to censor one idea in favor of another. Be an enabler, not a controller, and you'll both
have a bigger yard to play in.
Mary's Pluto Opposite James's Mercury
Fighting over words with James will get you nowhere, but there is oh so much
temptation to do just that. It's a waste of time to be trying to change minds when
meeting hearts is what it is all about. Abandon rhetoric, embrace understanding.
Mary's Pluto Trine James's Ascendant
James can always count on you for support, especially where appearances are
concerned. You can boost his self-confidence just with a positive attitude, quiet
compliments, and gentle but wise makeover suggestions. When you care, he feels it.
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